Deoxyribonuclease II: structure and chromosomal localization of the murine gene, and comparison with the genomic structure of the human and three C. elegans homologs.
Deoxyribonuclease II (DNase II) has been implicated in diverse functions including degradation of foreign DNA, genomic instability, and in mediating the DNA digestion associated with apoptosis. The production of a mouse deleted for DNase II would clearly help to discriminate these functions. We have cloned and sequenced the mouse gene encoding DNase II. It was found to have a similar intron/exon structure to the human gene, although introns 3 and 5 are considerably shorter. The gene is located on mouse chromosome 8. The order of genes at this locus is mGCDH, mEKLF, mDNase II, mSAST, which is the same order that these genes are found on human chromosome 19. The GenBank database contains incorrect expressed sequence tags (ESTs) for the 3' end of the mouse mRNA. Furthermore, the gene structure of two of the three homologs in C. elegans is also incorrectly predicted in the database. We have established the correct intron/exon structure for these genes and show the conserved sequence and structure of the C. elegans, murine and human genes.